Hellenic Cadastre has made the following announcement:

The Cadastre Survey enters its final stage:
The collection of cadastral survey declarations starts in the R.U. of Lasithi, Pieria, Fthiotida, Korinthia, Argolida and Arkadia

Postal of Cadastral Survey Data in the Kallikratis Municipalities of Pella and Skydra in Central Macedonia

The Cadastral Survey Office opens in Acharnes for the pre-Kapodistrias LRAs of Ano Liosia, Acharnes, Zefyri, Thrikomakedones, Kamatero, Fyi and Kryoneri.

The collection of cadastral survey declarations begins on Monday 17 December 2018, in seven Regional Units. Anyone owing real property in these areas is invited to submit declaration for his/her real property either at the Cadastral Survey Office in the region where the real property is located or online at the National Cadastre website www.ktimatologio.gr

The deadline for the submission of declarations for these regions, which begins on 17 December 2018, is 18 March 2019 for residents of Greece and 18 June 2019 for expatriates and the Greek State.

Submission of declarations is mandatory. Failure to comply will incur the penalties laid down by law.

The properties that will not be declared during the Cadastral Survey shall be registered as «unknown owner» and if no relevant corrections are made within the aforesaid deadline, they shall vest in the Greek State. It is therefore particularly critical, the rightholders to submit their declaration before the expiration date for collection of declarations (18 March 2019), otherwise it will be more expensive and will require more time to complete the process.

The areas (pre-Kapodistrias LRAs) where the declarations for real property are collected and the competent offices are shown in detail below:
AREAS AND CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICES FOR COLLECTION OF DECLARATIONS
REGION OF CRETE

1. Regional Unit of Lasithi
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:
A) IERAPETRA
B) OROPEDIO OF LASITHI
C) SITEIA
D) Of the Municipality of AGIOS NIKOLAOS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIOS ANTONIOS, VOULISMINI, VRACHASI, VRYSES, EXO LAKONIA, EXO POTAMOI,
ZENIA, KALO CHORIO, KARYDI (MIRAMPELLO), KASTELLI OF FOURNI, KRITSIA,
KROUSTAS, LATSIDA, LIMNES, MESA LAKONIA, MILATOS, NEAPOLI, NIKITHIANOS, PRINA,
FOYRNH and CHOUMERIAKOS

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:
Agios Nikolaos: 5 Kastellou Merampelou
(former land registry) P.C. 72100
Telephone no: 28410 90626 and call center: 8011010800
E-mail: ktima.agiounikolaou@gmail.com
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM
REGION OF CENTRAL MACEDONIA

1. Regional Unit of Pieria

A) Of the Municipality of DIOS - OLYMPOS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: LEPTOKARYA, LITOCHORO, PANTELEIMON (PLATAMONAS), PLATAMONAS (STATMOS), POROI and SKOTINI

B) Of the Municipality of KATERINI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: AGIOS DIMITRIOS, VRIA, ELATOCHORI, ELAFOS, EXOCHI (KALYVIA OF CHARADRA), KATALONIA, KOUKKOS, LAGORRACHI, LOFOS, MILIA, MOSCHOPOTAMOS, MOSCHOCHORI, RITINI, SEVASTI, TRILOFOS and FOTEINA

C) Of the Municipality of PYDNA - KOLINDROS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: AIGINIO, ALONIA, KASTANEA, KATACHAS, KOLINDROS, LIVADI, PALAIOSTANI, PALLAO ELEUTHEROCHORI, PYDNI, RYAKIA and SFENDAMI

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:

Katerini: 20 Tsaldari & Kilkis Str., P.C. 60134
Telephone no: 23510 46446
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM
REGION OF CONTINENTAL GREECE

1. **Regional Unit of Fthiotida**
   
   In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:
   
   **A)** DOMOKOS  
   **B)** ELATEIA - AMFIKLEIA  
   **C)** MAKRAKOMI  
   **D)** STYLIDA  
   **E)** Of the Municipality of LAMIEON, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:  
   AGIA PARASKEVI (LIMOgardiou)*, AMOURI, ANTHILI, ARGYROCHORI, VARDATES, VASILIKA, GORGopotamos (ALEPospiton)*, DAMASTA, DAFNI, DELFINOS, DIVRI, DYO VOUna, ELEVtherochori, ZILEVTO, IRAKLEIA, THERMOPYLES, KALAMAKI, KASTANEA, KOMMA, KOMPOTADES, KOUmaritsi, KOSTALEXIS, LADIKOUS, LEIANOKLADI, LOutra OF IPATI, LyGARIA, LYCHNOS, MEGALI VRYSI, MEXIATES, MESOCHORI (OF IPATI)*, MOSCHOKARYA, MOSCHOCHORI, NEO KRIKELLO, NEOCORHI (OF IPATI)*, OITI, PAVLIANI, PERISTERI, PYRGOS, RODITSI, RODONIA, STAVROS, STIRFAKA, SYKA OF IPATI, IPATI and FRANTZIS  
   **F)** Of the Municipality of LOKRON, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:  
   GOULEMI, EXARCHOS, KALAPODI, KYRTONI, LARYMNI, MEGAPLATANOS  
   **G)** Of the Municipality of MOLOS - AGIOS KONSTANTINOS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:  
   AGIA TRIADA, AGIOS SERAFEIM, ANAVRA, KAINOURGIO, KALLIDROMOS, KAMENA VOURLA, KOMMINI, MENDENITSI, MOLOS, REGKINI and SKARFEIA

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:

**Lamia:** 3rd km of New National Highway of Lamia-Athens, P.C. 35100  
**Telephone no:** 22310 21010  
**Opening hours:**  
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM  
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM
2. Regional Unit of Evrytania

In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:

A) AGRAFA

B) Of the Municipality of KARPENISI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIA VLACHERNI, AGIA TRIADA, AGIOS NIKOLAOS, AGIOS CHARALAMPOS, ALESTIA,
AMPLIANI (STAVROPIGI), ASPROPYRGOS, VELOTA, VOUTYRO, VRACHA, DERMATI,
DOMIANA, DOMNISTI, ESOCHEORIA, KALESMENOS, KARITSI OF KARPENISI, KASTANEA,
KATAVOTHRA, KLEISTO, KRIKELLO, MESOKOMI, MIKRO CHORIO, MYRIKI, NOSTIMO,
PAPPAROUSI, PAVLOPOULOS, PETRALONA, PRODROMOS, PROUSOS, ROSKA, SARKINI,
SELLA, STAVLOI, STAVROCHORI, STENOMA, STEFANI, SYGKRELLOS, TORNOS, FIDAKIA,
FOURNA, CHELIDONA, CHOCHLIA and PSIANA

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:

Karpenisi: 43 Char. Trikoupi, P.C. 36100

Telephone no: 22370 23200
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM
REGION OF PELOPONNESE

1. Regional Unit of Korinthia
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:
A) NEMEA
B) Of the Municipality of XYLOKASTRO - EVROSTINI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
ANO TRIKALA, DENDRO, ELLINIKO, ZEMENO, THALERO, THROFARI, KALLITHEA, KATO SYNOIKIA OF TRIKALA, KORFIOTISSI, LAGKADAIKA, MANNA, MESI SYNOIKIA OF TRIKALA, NEES VRYSOULES, XANTHOCHORI, PANARITI, PELLINI, PYRGOS, RETHIOS, RIZI, SOFIANA and STYLV
C) Of the Municipality of VELOS - VOCHA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
ELLINOCHORI, SOULINARI, STIMAGKA and CHALKI
D) Of the Municipality of KORINTHOS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGGELOKASTRO, AGIONORI, AGIOS VASILEIOS, AGIOS IOANNIS, ATHIA, GALATAKI, KATAKALI, KLEIA, KORFOS, KOUTALAS, SOLOMOS, SOFIKO, STEFANI and CHILIOMODI
E) Of the Municipality of LOUTRAKI - AGIOI THEODOROI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: PISIA
F) Of the Municipality of SIKYONION, the re-Kapodistrian local authorities of: ARCHAIA FENEOS, ASPROKAMPOS, VELINI, GKOURA, GONOSSI, DROSOPIGI (OF MPASI)*, KAIRI, KALLIANOI, KASTANEA, KATO TARSOS, KEFALARI, KLEMITIOU, KRYONERI, KSYLLINI (OF MPOUZI)*, LALIOTOS, LAVKA, MATI, MEGALOS VALTOS, MESINO, MIKROS VALTOS, MOSIA, MPOZIKAS, PANORAMA, PARADEISI, SOULI, STENO, STYMFALIA, TITANI, FENEOS and PSARI

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral Survey Office:
Korinthos: 76 Patron Street, P.C. 20100
Telephone no: 27410 81030
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 to 20:00
2. Regional Unit of Argolida

In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:

A) EPIDAVROS

B) ERMIONIDA

C) Of the Municipality of ARGOS - MYKINES, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: AGIOS NIKOLAOS, ALEA, ANDRITSI, ACHLADOKAMPOS, VROUSTI, GYMNOS, KAPARELLI, KARYA, KEFALOVRYSO, LIMNES, Lyrkeia, MALANTRENI, MONASTIRAKI, MPORSAS, MYKINES, NEOCHORI, PROSYMNI, SKOTEINI, STERNA, SCHINOCHORI, FICHTIO, FREGKAINI and FROUSIOUNA

D) Of the Municipality of NAFPLIO, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: ARACHNAIO, IRIA and KARNEZAIKA

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:

Nafplio: 109 Argous Street, P.C. 21100
Telephone no: 27520 29409
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 to 20:00
Regional Unit of Arkadia

In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:

A) GORTYNIA
B) MEGALOPOLI
C) NOTIA KYNOURIA
D) Of the Municipality of VOREIA KYNOURIA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIA SOFIA, AGIOS ANDREAS, AGIOS GEORGIOS, AGIOS PETROS, VERVENA, ELATO, KARATOLAS (KYNOURIA), KASTANITIS, KASTRI (AGIOS NIKOLAOS)*, KORAKOVOUNI, KOUTROUFON, MELIGOU, MESORRACHI, NEA CHORA, PERDIKOVRYOS, PLATANA, PLATANOS, PRASOS, SITAINI, STOLOS, CHARADROS and ORIA
E) Of the Municipality of TRIPOLI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIA VARVARA, AGIOS VASILEIOS (MANTINEIA), AGIORITIKA, AGRIAKONA, ATHINAIOS, ALEX, ALEPOCHORI, ALONISTAI, AMPELA, ARACHAMITON, ARTEMISI, ASEA, VALTETSI, VLACHERNI, VLACHOKEARSEA, VOUNO, YOURVOURA, GAREA, DARAS, DAFNI (KOUTROUMPPOUCHI)*, DORIZAS, ELAIOPOLI, EPISKOPI, EVANDROS, ZEVGOLATEIO, THANAS, KALTEZES, KAMARI, KANDILO, KARDARAS, KAPSAS, KERASIA, KERASITIS, KERASTARIS, KOLLINES, KOR, LEVIDI, LITHOVARONIA, LIMNI, LOUKAS, MAGOUOLA, MAINALOS, MAKRI, MANARIS, MANTHYREA, MAVRIE, MAVROGIANNIS, NEOCHORI (MANTINEIA), NESTANI, ORCHOMENOS (KALPAKI)*, PALAIOPYRGOS, PALAIOTECHINOU, PALLANTIO, PANAGITSA, PAPARIS, PARTHENI, PELAGOS, PERTHORI, PIGADAKIA, PIANA, PIKERNI, RIZES, ROEINO, SAGKAS, SILIMNI, SIMIADAS, STADIO, STENO, STRIGKOS, TZIVAS, TSELEPAKOS, CHRYSOVITSI, CHOTOUSI and PSILI VRYOS

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:

**Tripoli:** 21-23 Leof. OHE Street, P.C. 22132
Telephone no: 27102 32009 – Fax: 27102 32129
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM
Postal of Cadastral Survey data in the Kallikratis Municipalities of Pella and Skydra in the Regional Unit of Pella in the Region of Central Macedonia
“Check, confirm, correct”

On Monday, 17 December 2018, the Posting of Cadastral Data starts in the pre-Kapodistrias LRAs of the Kallikratis municipalities of Pella and Skydra of the Regional Unit of Pella of the Region of Central Macedonia.

To better serve rightholders, excerpts from the Cadastral Tables and Charts have been sent to them by post to the contact address declared by each citizen.

Through Posting, owners of real property are able to check that their ownership is registered and correct any errors. This process ensures that the cadastral survey will be completed properly and there will be no problems in the subsequent operation of the Cadastre.

Therefore, at this stage the participation of citizens is essential in order to avoid unnecessary trouble in the future.

After completion of Posting, including the submission and examination of correction requests / complaints and the corresponding correction in cadastral tables, the final cadastral data and the Initial Registrations of the Cadastre are produced, and the Cadastral Survey Office starts to operate in this area instead of the Land Registry Office.

Electronic Posting of cadastral data

When posting begins, rightholders will also be able to see data relating to them electronically through the Cadastre website www.ktimatologio.gr at the e-KTIMATOLOGIO Online Services portal.

The rightholders can see the details of Posting either by using the security codes of taxisnet applications or after creating (if this has not already been done) their personal Cadastre code and entering the "three keys" included in the declaration receipt. If taxisnet codes are used, they will see all properties of the regions, which are posted and linked with their TIN.

The online submission of the request for the correction of Personal data is also supported through the special "Posting application" at the “Cadastre” section of Online Services. The three “keys” to access this service are: Declaration Registration Number, Personal Code Number and Property Code Number, which are recorded on the Submission of Declaration receipt.
Below is the detailed list of LRAs, where the posting takes place:

**REGION OF CENTRAL MACEDONIA**

1. **Regional Unit of Pella**

A. **KALLIKRATIS MUNICIPALITY OF PELLA**

For the pre-Kapodistrias LRAs of:
AGIOS LOUKAS, AGROSYKEA, ATHYRA, AKROLIMNI, AMPELEIA, AXOS, ARAVISSOS, ACHLADOCHORI, GALATADES, GIANNITSA, DAFNI (FORMER COMMUNITY OF AG. GEORGIOS), DROSERO, DYTIKOS, ESOVALTA, KARYOTISSA, KRYA VRYSI, LAKKA, LIPARO, MELISSI, MYLOTOPOS, NEA PELLA, PALAIOS MYLOTOPOS, PALAIFYTO, PELLA, PLAGIARI, RACHONA, TRIFYLLI (GYPSOCHORI).

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:
Giannitsa: D. M. Papadopoulou Str. & Papaioannou Str., P.C. 58100
Telephone no: 23820-83333
Opening hours: From Monday to Friday from 08:30 AM to 3:30 PM

B. **KALLIKRATIS MUNICIPALITY OF SKYDRA**

For the pre-Kapodistrias LRAs of:
ANYDROS, ARSENI, ASPROS, DAFNI (FORMER COMMUNITY OF DAFNI), KALI, KALLIPOLI, KALYVIA, KRANEIA, MANDALO, PETRAIA, PROFITIS ILIAS, SKYDRA.

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:
Skydra: 14-16 Argyroupoleos Street, P.C. 58500
Telephone no: 23810-52300
Opening hours: From Monday to Friday from 08:30 AM to 3:30 PM
Temporary Cadastral Charts and Temporary Cadastral Tables will be posted at the Cadastral Survey Offices and will remain posted for two (2) months from **December 17, 2018**.

Anyone with a legitimate interest may make an application to correct or appeal against posted data at the competent Cadastral Survey Office within two (2) months of the above date. For expatriates and the Greek State the deadline is four (4) months.

In particular, for the application for correction of a manifest error, the submission deadline is until **January 3, 2020**. Until the same date, overdue declarations may also be submitted.
OPENING OF THE CADASTRAL OFFICE OF ACHARNES, ATTICA

The Cadastral Office of Acharnes opens on Monday, 17 December 2018, for the pre-Kapodistrias LRAs municipalities of Ano Liosia, Acharnes, Zefyri, Thrikomakedones, Kamaros and Fyli and the former Community of Kryoneri.
Henceforth, the right holders of property in the above municipalities, for all their transactions, shall be addressed to the relevant Cadastral Survey Office instead of the Land Registry Office.
Within seven (7) years, the holders of registered rights, residents of Greece, expatriates, and the Greek State can correct the initial registrations of properties in this area in relation with the undeclared rights during cadastral survey or other errors.
After expiry of the deadline, registrations in the Cadastre become final and provide an irrefutable presumption in favor of those registered in the Cadastre, i.e. any change in their content is excluded.

General Information:
From Monday to Friday from 08:30 AM to 3:30 PM
call 210-6505600 or visit the website www.ktimatologio.gr